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Observables

• So far we have talked about the Universe’s

dynamic evolution with two Observables

– a –the scale factor (tracked by redshift)

– t – time

So a cosmological test would be to compare age

with redshift.

But cosmic clocks are in short supply.

Proper Distance

• Defined as what a

ruler would measure
at an instantaneous

time. Use R-W

Metric.

For a fixed t, angle,

going from r=0 to
r=r.

0

First Go at Hubble Law

Objects which have an apparent velocity

 proportional to their distance. The Hubble Law.

Somewhat tricky use of v here, which is not really

A velocity, but rather a redshift.

Origin of Redshift
Massless particles (e.g. photons)

 travel on geodesics in GR – e.g.

0 0

t t+ t

=c t

When light is emitted from a object, its wavelength is

represents the time interval between the wavelength
peaks.

S(r) represents a comoving coordinate – it is
invariant as the Universe expands

In the limit that t (and hence

t0) are small, integral becomes

 

As the Universe Expands,

Light is redshifted!
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The Expansion Stretches Light Waves

The wavelength of light increases as it

travels through the expanding Universe -

“Redshift”

The longer the light has been travelling, the

more it’s Redshifted – Not a Doppler Shift!

Close,                                           Far,

Recent                                      Ancient

Luminosity Distance
• We observe the Universe via luminous objects. How

bright they appear as a function of redshift is a

fundamental observable.

Imagine we have a monochromatic bit of light
Emitted in all direction. How bright will it appear

As a function of distance

• Observed flux is Luminosity spread out over
the surface area of a sphere with radius of
the proper distance.

But!  There is time dilation – photons arrive more

slowly (same idea of redshift) as scale factor changes
But! There is energy dimunition.Wavelength increases

So E per photon diminished. Add two factors of a/a0
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Angular Size Distance…

How big does a rod (length l) look as a function of

distance?

True as derived here for flat Universe

But always true!

dt,dr,d  = 0

Move to observable space…
Taylor Expansion

Substitute in deceleration and

Hubble Constants

Non-trivial algebra…

Substitute in 

For z

Integrate

Substitute in for t0-t

Substitute in for t0-t in a(t)

Multiply a(t) and r
expansions to get

Meaning of deceleration

parameter

• flat model
q0 tells you if the
Universe is accelerating

in its global expansion

rate, or decelerating.

Flat, matter dominated

q0=1/2

Empty Universe

q0=0

Flat, radiation dominated

q0=1

Flat, Cosmological Constant

dominated

q0=-1

Distance as a function of redshift
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Exact Distance Solutions for

open/closed & mixed models
Integrating functions

• Use trapezoid rule

f(x)

x1                x2  

x1 x1+ x

f(x1) f(x1+ x)

Area  x(f(x1+ x)+ f(x1))/2

Trial numerical integration
Pop Quiz – Collaborative

Learning

• The Andromeda Galaxy is located 0.7 Mpc
away from us and has an observed redshift of
-300 km/s. Assume that its motion is
completely radial (e.g. pointed towards
Earth). Total mass within the Andromeda MW
sphere is 10^12 Msolar.

•  When will Andromeda and the Milky Way
collide?

• You can ask me to show any page from any
lecture.

• First Group in with a correct answer gets…


